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MP's speak out Amazon's 'climateMP's speak out Amazon's 'climate
of distrust'of distrust'

GMB, the union for Amazon workers, has responded to the cross-party House ofGMB, the union for Amazon workers, has responded to the cross-party House of
Commons' BEIS Committee's report on UK labour markets.Commons' BEIS Committee's report on UK labour markets.

The new report warns that Amazon's 'surveillance practices (for whatever intention they are deployed)The new report warns that Amazon's 'surveillance practices (for whatever intention they are deployed)
are leading to distrust, micromanagement and, in some cases, disciplinary action against its workers.'are leading to distrust, micromanagement and, in some cases, disciplinary action against its workers.'

The Committee said that it had written to the company 'expressing our dissatisfaction with theThe Committee said that it had written to the company 'expressing our dissatisfaction with the
discrepancies in Amazon’s evidence and reiterated our concern that its use of surveillance technologydiscrepancies in Amazon’s evidence and reiterated our concern that its use of surveillance technology
to monitor the performance of its workers would no doubt put undue stress on its workforce.'to monitor the performance of its workers would no doubt put undue stress on its workforce.'

The intervention came after Amazon admitted that workers can be fired if they do not meet productivityThe intervention came after Amazon admitted that workers can be fired if they do not meet productivity
targets.targets.
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Separately, newly published correspondence shows that the MPs told Amazon that 'the CommitteeSeparately, newly published correspondence shows that the MPs told Amazon that 'the Committee
remains deeply dissatisfied about the failure of Amazon to be proactive in explaining the use of CCTVremains deeply dissatisfied about the failure of Amazon to be proactive in explaining the use of CCTV
and associated AI systems to track your staff in Amazon warehouses.'and associated AI systems to track your staff in Amazon warehouses.'

This lack of explanation would have led to Amazon being recalled to the Committee - had theThis lack of explanation would have led to Amazon being recalled to the Committee - had the
Committee not changed due to changes in Government departments.Committee not changed due to changes in Government departments.

Strike action at Amazon's Coventry warehouse has now reached its 12th day today (Friday), due to hit 14Strike action at Amazon's Coventry warehouse has now reached its 12th day today (Friday), due to hit 14
full days of strike this weekend.full days of strike this weekend.

The workers are striking over poor pay as well as regular disrespect and surveillance by management.The workers are striking over poor pay as well as regular disrespect and surveillance by management.

GMB now has over 600 striking workers in Coventry. There are strike ballots at five further sites. [3]GMB now has over 600 striking workers in Coventry. There are strike ballots at five further sites. [3]

Laurence Turner, GMB head of research and policy, said:Laurence Turner, GMB head of research and policy, said:

"This report confirms what Amazon workers tell us - they are stressed and burned out due to punishing"This report confirms what Amazon workers tell us - they are stressed and burned out due to punishing
targets, low pay and constant surveillance.targets, low pay and constant surveillance.

"There are serious problems at Amazon that are harming the mental and physical health of its workers."There are serious problems at Amazon that are harming the mental and physical health of its workers.
Stress and constant surveillance should not be the hallmarks of work in the 21st century.Stress and constant surveillance should not be the hallmarks of work in the 21st century.

"There are serious questions to answer over the millions spent on Amazon through public sector"There are serious questions to answer over the millions spent on Amazon through public sector
contracts when these employment practices are well known.contracts when these employment practices are well known.

"Amazon workers at Coventry are striking because they have had enough, and more workers are other"Amazon workers at Coventry are striking because they have had enough, and more workers are other
sites are now balloting for action. It's time for the company to listen to its workers and talk to GMB so wesites are now balloting for action. It's time for the company to listen to its workers and talk to GMB so we
can make work better at Amazon."can make work better at Amazon."
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